SITE COUNCIL MEETING
AGENDA

February 27, 2019

1. Welcome
   * Roll (Sign-in) - meeting called to order at 3:35 pm
   * Establish a quorum
     see sign in sheet

2. After School Program Presentation
   163 students served 165 on Monday. Full capacity 200
   33 students on the waitlist but parents never come when called.
   Spots in 1, 2, and 3rd grade
   4000 spent on field trips.
   170 students are going on each trip
   May 18th afterschool carnival
   Leadership video to be made by the leadership team
   Desmond going to collaboration with Nish. for fun friday
   Reading buddies in the works
   Planning a visit for the 6th grade students to Desmond
   Questions: Why not K? Grants don’t include K.

3. School Safety Plan
   Mrs. Priester passed out the plan for everyone to have a look. Looking at highlights the
   main components of the plan. School safety walk - all items inspected regularly. Safe
   school leadership team all persons assigned and their roles on this team. Evacuation
   plans listed and looked at. Parent reunification team looked at. Fire drill schedule.
   1st Falke motioned 2nd Petersoian motion passed.
   Mr. Ochoa serves on the district safety committee. We don’t have any external
   cameras. A possibility to have a camera at the office. District looking into systems for
   parents for check in system. Looking into a school wide app for communication
   something like Remind or Titian. Just some additional items on the horizon.

4. Title 1 Budget Update
   Update on spending and where we are at. All tied to goals for our school. SPSA
   goals. Money spend has to tied to a particular goal. Not all the money has been spent so
   she will be asking for wish lists and compare them to the goals. Some of the money will
   be set aside to make purchases for the library. We are still good on money and will need
to make some purchases. We need to make sure that our purchases are good for the school. Nothing consumable can be purchased to Title 1 money.

Mr. Ochoa - What was put in 3rd quarter? Answer: 3 teachers were sent to the Cal. K conference. I will update this document at the end of the 3rd quarter.

5. Public Input - Mr. Ochoa - Wondered what the classrooms at Nishimoto look like? Stickler - 3 teachers have smaller rooms. Our restrooms in K limited as compared to the number of students needing to use them. Our classrooms are in pretty good shape. We are a newer school and the rooms are in pretty good condition. Mr. Ochoa mentioned that the gutters could be better functioning.

6. Next Meeting – May 16, 2019